
WEDNESDAY POKER
TOURNAMENTS 



 Game  
No-Limit Texas Hold’em 

Time 
 7:00 p.m. Late arrivals are welcome until 8:30 p.m. provided seats are available.
Late buy-ins will result in a reduced initial chip stack as a projection of the
expected stack size had the players sat in from the start and lost the hands when
posting the blinds. As a general guideline, you can expect your starting stack to
be reduced by 150 chips during level 1, 500 chips if entering during level 2, 1,200
chips for level 3, and 2,000 chips for level 4. 

Buy-in 
$40 or the current equivalent in colones (Cashier exchange rate). The buy-in gets
each player a seat and a starting stack of 6,000 chips. 

Re-buys 
During the first 4 levels of play, re-buys are allowed for players with a stack of
6,000 chips or less. Re-buys cost $40 for 6,000 chips. A player who loses the entire
stack will need to re-buy immediately before the next hand is dealt in order to
remain in the tournament. 

Add-on 
All players can add on after the last hand of level 4 has been played. If a player
loses his stack in the last hand, he will need to re-buy before he can add on. The
add-on is 10,000 chips for $40. 

Registration 
 Players can register by depositing $40 at the cashier and/or directly to the TD.
Players will be randomly seated by the TD or by public draw. If a pre-registered
player has not arrived at his or her seat by the end of level 1 AND if alternates are
waiting to get a seat, the pre-registered player will lose the seat which will be
occupied by the alternates in the order they have signed up. If an alternate is not
present and /or reacting to the TD calling his/her name immediately, he/she will
be erased from the list of alternates with no recourse. Registration is open until
8.30 p.m. provided seats are available.  
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14 entries or less - top 2 (70/30%) 
15-19 entries - top 3 (55/30/15%) 
20-24 entries - top 4 (50/25/15/10%) 
25-29 entries - top 5 (45/23/15/10/7%) 
30+ entries - top 6 (42/22/14/10/7/5%) 

Rules 
Standard Poker Tournament rules apply. The Tournament Director (TD) is Henrik
Bodholdt. TD’s ruling is final.

General guidelines and advice: 
- One player per hand. Revealing your live hand to anyone (either player or
spectator) may result in killing your hand and/or penalties. 
- Languages allowed at the table are Spanish and English 
- Hands will be killed immediately for players active on a cell phone or tablet. If
you need to speak on your phone please have the courtesy to leave the table
during the call. 
- Be respectful to your fellow player and the dealer. 
- Penalties may be sitting out for a number of hands, one or more rounds, or
exclusion from the tournament. 

Prizes and payouts 
Prizes are paid in cash chips to the top finishers as follows: 



BLINDS STRUCTURE 
TIME LEVEL BB SB ANTE

15 MIN 1 50 100  

15 MIN 2 100 200  

15 MIN 3 150 300  

15 MIN 4 200 400  

20 MINUTES BREAK    

15 MIN 5 200 400 50

15 MIN 6 300 600 50

15 MIN 7 400 800 100

15 MIN 8 500 1000 150

10 MINUTES BREAK    

15 MIN 9 600 1200 200

15 MIN 10 800 1600 250

15 MIN 11 1000 2000 300

15 MIN 12 1200 2400 400



BLINDS STRUCTURE CONT. 

TIME LEVEL BB SB ANTE

 

10 MINUTES BREAK COLOR UP

15 MIN 14 1500 3000 500

15 MIN 15 2000 4000 600

15 MIN 16 2500 5000 800

15 MIN 17 3000 6000 1000

10 MINUTES BREAK COLOR UP

15 MIN 19 4000 8000 1000

15 MIN 20 6000 12000 2000

15 MIN 21 8000 16000 3000

15 MIN 22 10000 20000 3000


